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Children with Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) face a range of learning difficulties in the school

environment, thus several strategies have been developed to enhance or optimise their performance in school. One

possible way is to actively enable appropriate restlessness using dynamic seats.
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1. Background

Neurological developmental disorder Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) is expressed in children as difficulty

maintaining attention, inhibiting behaviour (impulsivity), and managing excessive motor and speech activity . Start of

schooling coincides with the period of typically the most intense symptoms of ADHD . At the same time, most diagnoses

of ADHD are made during the early school years due to the occurrence of learning difficulties and disruptive behaviour

during class .

ADHD is denoted with weaker executive functions such as inhibition, working memory, planning, and task switching .

Problems with reading and reading comprehension in children with ADHD are also explained by the higher incidence of

specific learning disabilities , with as many as 25–40% of children with ADHD meeting the criteria for dyslexia . In the

school environment, this manifests itself as carelessness at school tasks, disorganization, interrupting the teacher (and

classmates), poor listening and following instructions, speaking without permission, avoiding mentally demanding tasks,

forgetfulness, restlessness, and poor in-seat behaviour . Although all children occasionally exhibit such behaviour, it

is so common and intense in children with ADHD that it prevents them from functioning normally in the school

environment and in everyday life .

It is recommended to combine several measures to manage behaviour in children with ADHD at school, such as adjusted

classroom arrangement (grid arrangement of desks, sitting close to the teacher and away from windows, lower lighting,

larger workspace for a child), smaller classes, interesting and short explanations (treatment of material in small sets with

regular breaks, multi-sensory presentations, e.g., use of visual aids, enrichment of the lesson with novelties, e.g., quizzes

and films), sensible distribution and composition of tasks (shorter and original tasks, start of the class with easier tasks,

which become more difficult over time), encouraging and rewarding good work habits (writing notes, daily report cards,

raising the hand before talking), and preventing inappropriate behavior with a calm but firm warning .

Problems with the regulation of psychological arousal are also often attributed to ADHD . Psychological arousal

encompasses behavioural and physiological mechanisms for regulating the state of mindfulness and attention .

According to Yerkes–Dodson law , good cognitive functioning requires an optimal level of psychological arousal,

determined by interactions between the central and autonomic nervous systems. To better understand the atypical

functioning of the autonomic nervous system and the cognitive activity of children with ADHD, physiological parameters

such as electrodermal activity and skin temperature can be measured.

Electrodermal activity (EDA) can be observed by measuring changes in the electrical properties of the skin due to the

activity of the sweat glands . Although the main function of sweating is the body thermoregulation, sweat glands are

active also during psychological or emotional arousal and stressful situations . Using the EDA signal, researchers

can determine the level of psychological arousal by observing skin conductance level (SCL) and skin conductance

response (SCR). SCL determines the level of psychological arousal and the baseline . Current skin conduction values

are described by SCRs, the density of which indicates the degree of psychological arousal (for example, more than 20

SCRs/min means high psychological arousal) . SCRs represent values that exceed a certain threshold within the

selected time frame . Usually, SCR occurs 2–9 s after the start of the stimulus, when the amplitude of the SCR signal

exceeds a threshold with a typical value between 0.01 µS and 0.05 µS . The type of electrodes and the place of their

installation depend on the purpose of the measuring device. The highest density of sweat glands is on the palms , so
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silver wet electrodes with a thin silver/silver chloride (Ag/AgCl) layer placed on the posterior joints of the index finger and

middle finger are usually used . A gel containing the electrolyte is required for optimal operation of such electrodes

. In the case of wearable sensors, the emphasis is on ergonomic design and ease of use, so dry stainless steel

electrodes mounted on the upper arm are often used . This site is suitable for measuring EDA, as all sweat glands are

active in psychological sweating, and differences in the amount of sweat occur only due to the density of their distribution

.

Body temperature depends on environmental conditions, both on biological conditions (adaptation to ambient

temperature, overcoming a virus) and on emotional responses (social interactions, fight-or-flight) . In the latter, the

autonomic nervous system controls temperature through narrowing (vasoconstriction) and widening of subcutaneous

vessels (vasodilation) and psychological sweating . Vasoconstriction of peripheral facial vessels and increased

cognitive load redirects blood flow from the face to the brain and thus affects the temperature image of the entire face 

. The most stable temperature is in the forehead area and the most variable at the tip of the nose; therefore, these

areas are often the subject of research . There is also a very dense distribution of sweat glands on the forehead,

so in case of stressful situations, psychological sweating is noticeable , which (negatively) affects the measurement of

forehead temperature in the case of water film formation .

2. Enabling Restlessness in School

Hyperactivity is a unique feature of ADHD , but its role is not entirely clear. One explanation is given by the theory of

optimal stimulation , according to which hyperactivity is a mechanism that compensates for the lack of psychological

arousal with an additional visual and kinesthetic contribution. Thus, increased activity occurs only in low-stimulation

environments . This theory is also supported by the model of functional working memory , which attributes to

hyperactivity the role of stimulating the activity of the prefrontal cortex in demanding cognitive tests. At the same time,

increased activity enables the avoidance of environmental requirements or tasks that are too demanding and overloading

for their less developed working memory . The model is supported by more research showing that children with ADHD

move more intensely than typically developed children in more cognitively demanding tasks involving working memory

load . In contrast, in children without ADHD, increased exercise results in poorer functioning of their working

memory . Increased movement in children with ADHD may reflect the use of multiple cognitive resources . With

more intense physical activity, it is possible to strengthen the functioning of the cognitive control in children with ADHD .

The hyperactivity characteristic of children with ADHD therefore plays a functional role in their neurocognitive functioning

. The ability to direct and shift attention plays a key role in controlling movement . Movement control is more

effective when the individual has as many sources of attention as possible and at the same time as few distractions as

possible . Children with ADHD have shorter attention span ; therefore, movement control, imposed by any seating

that does not allow spontaneous movement, can be an important consumer of attention. The positive link between

hyperactivity, appropriate behaviour and problem-solving efficiency is also supported by other research , resulting in

an idea of allowing for restlessness during class. Possible strategies are the use of dynamic seats (therapy ball, balance

pillow, one-legged chair, standing desks), inclusion of physical activity in lessons (active games, moving furniture, carrying

books, distributing papers to classmates, cleaning the board), holding classes outside and using classroom-friendly fidget

toys .

Increasing physical activity and allowing for restlessness during class can also reduce the risk of many health problems

resulting from prolonged sedentary position in school . A commonly used alternative to the standard

school chair is the therapy ball. Research on the impact of sitting on a therapy ball has divided opinions. While some

confirm the positive effects of the therapy ball on in-seat behaviour and improving attention span in children with ADHD 

, recent research has not seen improvements in behaviour and productivity . The potential benefits of the

therapy ball have most likely not been revealed because it allows too much movement and overloads children with ADHD

who have difficulties with self-control . Despite the disagreement about the impact of the therapy ball on behaviour,

there is no doubt about its popularity among children, as they labelled it as very comfortable and that it helped them

improve concentration in solving tasks . There are also many other kinaesthetic seats available that encourage

active sitting in a unique way. This entry evaluates an active seat that does not restrict legs movement and at the same

time stabilizes the torso, thus enabling writing and solving tasks despite increased activity. The chair’s advantage is also

in the adjustable height and shape of the seat, so it can be perfectly adapted to the child. This eliminates many of the

potential negative consequences of an oversized or undersized seat .
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